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Abstract
Directed Evolution (DE) is a technique for protein engineering that involves iterative rounds of
mutagenesis and screening to search for sequences that optimize a given property (ex. binding affinity
to a specified target). Unfortunately, the underlying optimization problem is under-determined, and
so mutations introduced to improve the specified property may come at the expense of unmeasured,
but nevertheless important properties (ex. subcellular localization). We seek to address this issue by
incorporating a fold-specific regularization factor into the optimization problem. The regularization
factor biases the search towards designs that resemble sequences from the fold family to which the
protein belongs. We applied our method to a large library of protein GB1 mutants with binding
affinity measurements to IgG-Fc. Our results demonstrate that the regularized optimization problem
produces more native-like GB1 sequences with only a minor decrease in binding affinity. Specifically,
the log-odds of our designs under a generative model of the GB1 fold family are between 41 − 45%
higher than those obtained without regularization, with only a 7% drop in binding affinity. Thus,
our method is capable of making a trade-off between competing traits. Moreover, we demonstrate
that our active-learning driven approach reduces the wet-lab burden to identify optimal GB1 designs
by 67%, relative to recent results from the Arnold lab on the same data.
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1

Introduction

The field of protein engineering seeks to design molecules with novel or improved properties
[15]. The primary techniques used in protein engineering fall into two categories: rational
design [22] and directed evolution (DE) [1]. Rational design uses model-driven in silico
combinatorial searches to identify promising candidate designs, which are then synthesized
and tested experimentally. Directed evolution, in contrast, involves iterative rounds of
saturation mutagenesis at select residue positions, followed by in vitro or in vivo screening
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for desirable traits. The most promising sequences are then isolated and used to seed the
next round of mutagenesis. Traditionally, directed evolution is a model-free approach. That
is, computational models are not used to guide or simulate mutagenesis.
Recently, a technique for incorporating Machine Learning (ML) into the DE workflow
was introduced [32]. Briefly, this ML-assisted form of DE uses the screening data from each
round to update a model that predicts the effects of mutations on property being optimized,
f (sk ) → y. Here, y is the measured trait, sk is the choice of residues at k  n positions,
and n is the length of the protein’s primary sequence. The mutagenesis step in the current
round of DE is then biased towards generating sequences with high predicted fitness under
the model, as opposed to generating a uniformly random sample. ML-assisted DE has
been shown to reduce the number of rounds needed to find optimal sequences, relative to
traditional (i.e., model-free) DE [32].
Significantly, the models learned in ML-assisted DE are myopic in the sense that they only
consider the relationship between sk and the screened trait, y (ex binding affinity). Therefore,
the underlying optimization problem is under-determined, and so the technique may improve
the measured trait at the expense of those that are unmeasured, but nevertheless important
(ex. thermostability, solubility, subcellular localization, etc). The primary goal of this paper
is to introduce an enhanced version of ML-assisted DE that is biased towards native-like
designs, while optimizing the desired trait. By “native” we mean that the optimized design
still has high probability under a generative model of the fold family to which the protein
belongs. The intuition behind this approach is that any high-probability sequence is likely to
respect factors that are not directly accounted for by the fitness model, f , such as epistatic
interactions between the mutated residues and the rest of the protein [27], among others.
Our method performs Bayesian optimization [16] and incorporates a regularization factor
derived from a generative model of the fold family. Here, we evaluate two choices of generative
models: Markov Random Fields (MRF) generated by the gremlin algorithm [2], and profile
HMMs [11]. We demonstrate our method by re-designing the B1 domain of streptococcal
protein G (GB1) to maximize binding affinity to the IgG Fc receptor. Our results demonstrate
that the regularization term leads to more native-like GB1 sequences, with minimal impact on
binding affinity. Like previous studies, our results also show that ML-assisted DE outperforms
the traditional, model-free approach to DE. Additionally, we demonstrate that our approach
reduces the wet-lab burden to identify optimal GB1 designs by 67%, relative to recent results
from previous results on the same data [32].

2

Background

The method introduced in this paper combines several technologies: directed protein evolution,
Bayesian optimization, and generative modeling of protein fold families. The following
subsections provide brief summaries of these techniques.

2.1

Directed Protein Evolution

Directed evolution (DE) is an iterative technique for designing molecules. It has been used to
create proteins with increased stability (ex. [6]), improved binding affinity (ex. [9]), to design
new protein folds (ex. [7]), to change an enzyme’s substrate specificity (ex. [26]) or ability
to selectively synthesize enantiomeric products (ex. [32]), and to study fitness landscapes
([24]), among others. Given an initial sequence, the primary steps in directed evolution are:
(i) mutagenesis, to create a library of variants; (ii) screening, to identify variants with the
desired traits; and (iii) amplification of the best variants, to seed the next round. Each step
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Figure 1 Traditional, model-free approaches to directed evolution: (Top) The “single
mutation walk” approach to directed evolution. The library of variants is the union of k libraries
created by performing saturation mutagenesis at a single location. The resulting library, therefore,
has 20k variants. The library is screened to find the single variant that optimizes the measured trait.
That variant is fixed and the procedure is repeated for the remaining k − 1 positions. (Bottom)
The library of variants is created by performing saturation mutagenesis at k positions. The top
variants are identified through screening. Those variants are randomly recombined to generate a
second library, which is then screened to find the top design.

can be performed in a variety of ways, giving rise to multiple options for performing DE.
For example, the mutagenesis step can be performed one residue at a time, called a single
mutation walk (Fig. 1-top), or simultaneously at multiple positions, followed by genetic
recombination (Fig. 1-bottom).
Rational design and directed evolution have complementary strengths and weaknesses,
and in practice it is not unusual for protein engineers to use both. The computational models
used in rational design are typically physics- or knowledge based [4], and will therefore filter
designs that are predicted to be energetically or statistically unfavorable. This filtering, in
turn, may reduce the total number of designs that need to be synthesized/cloned and tested
in the lab. Directed evolution, in contrast, performs what is in effect a parallel in vitro or in
vivo search over designs. Most of the designs will lack the desired trait, which is inefficient in
the sense that consumable resources are wasted. On the other hand, DE’s approach results
in the screening of a larger number of designs than rational design, because it generates large
libraries of variants, as opposed to individual designs. That is, DE may ultimately be the
faster route to finding optimal designs due to its parallel and high throughput nature, which
may also increase the odds of serendipitous discoveries. Moreover, the traditional approach
to DE is model-free, and therefore not subject to the limitations of computational models
which are, at best, only approximations to the underlying physics and are not intended to
reflect phenomena at higher scales (i.e., chemistry and biology).

Machine Learning-assisted directed protein evolution
While effective, the mutagenesis, screening, and amplification steps in DE are expensive and
time-consuming, relative to rational design’s in silico screens. In an effort to reduce these
experimental demands, a Machine Learning-assisted approach to DE was introduced recently
[32]. This ML-assisted form of DE is summarized in Fig. 2. The key difference between
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Figure 2 Machine Learning-assisted directed evolution: The first step in ML-assisted DE
is the same as for traditional DE (see Fig 1). A library of variants is created via mutagenesis.
Existing data, S = {sk , y}i=1:n are used to train a classifier or regression model, f (sk ) → y, which
is then used to rank variants via an in silico screen. The top variants are then synthesized/cloned
and screened using in vitro or in vivo assays. The data from the ith round is added to S and used
in subsequent DE rounds.

traditional and ML-Assisted DE is that the data generated during screening, S = {sk , y}i=1:n
are used to train a model, f (sk ) → y, that maps the set of mutations to the trait. The
model, f , can be a classifier or regression model, and is used to perform an in silico screen
over designs. Promising designs are then synthesized/cloned and screened in the lab. The
key assumption made by ML-assisted DE is that the cost of performing an in silico screen is
much lower than running wet-lab experiments.
Like rational design, ML-assisted DE uses computational models, but the nature of those
models is rather different. For one, the models used in ML-assisted DE make predictions
corresponding to the quantity measured in the screening step, whereas the models used in
rational design tend to be based on physical or statistical energy functions, and are therefore
making predictions about the energetic favorability of the design. Second, the models used in
ML-assisted DE are updated after each DE round to incorporate the new screening data, and
thus adapt to protein-specific experimental observations. The models used in rational design,
in contrast, are typically fixed. Finally, the models used in ML-assisted DE are myopic, in the
sense that they only consider the relationship between a small subset of sequence positions
and the measured quantity. The models used in rational design, in contrast, generally
consider the entire sequence, and are thus better suited to filtering energetically unfavorable
designs. The technique introduced in this paper seeks to combine the strengths of both
methods; our method uses a fitness model that adapts to the experimental data, but also
considers the favorability of the mutations across the entire sequence.

2.2

Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian optimization [16] is a technique for optimizing black-box objective functions, f .
It has been used in a variety of contexts, including robotics (ex. [14]), particle physics (ex.
[10]), and hyper-parameter optimization in deep learning (ex [3]). The first published form
of ML-assisted DE [32] did not employ Bayesian optimization, but the same lab subsequently
introduced a version that does [33].
In the Bayesian optimization framework, our goal is to find x∗ , the point that maximizes
(or minimizes) f (x). This is challenging because f is both unknown and expensive to
evaluate. Therefore, we want to minimize the number of times f (x) is evaluated. Because
it is unknown, f is treated as a random function with a suitably defined prior. Given
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experimental observations, a posterior distribution over f is computed, which becomes the
prior for the next round. Typical choices for priors/posteriors include Gaussian Processes
[21] and Tree-structured Parzen estimators [3]. In the context of this paper, f is the function
that maps designs to fitness values. The evaluation of f is expensive, because it requires the
previously described DE mutagenesis and screening steps.
The posterior over f becomes the input to an acquisition function, which is used to select
the next point(s) to evaluate [30]. A variety of acquisition functions have been proposed,
including: expected improvement (EI), upper (or lower) confidence bounds, Thompson
sampling [28], and probability of improvement. In general, an acquisition function defines
some trade-off between exploring the design space, and simply selecting the point that has
the best expected value under the posterior (aka exploitation). In this paper, we seek to
maximize f , and use expected improvement criterion as the acquisition function.

2.3

Generative modeling of protein fold families

The proposed approach uses a modified acquisition function that considers not only the
expected improvement in fitness for a given set of mutations, sk , but also whether the overall
design, sn , resembles proteins within the same fold family. The latter criterion is implemented
using a regularization term, as described in Sec. 3. Our assumption is that the statistical
properties of the proteins within a given fold family have been optimized through natural
evolution to ensure that they have a full range of physical, chemical, and biological properties
to function properly in a complex cellular environment. Therefore, during the process of
protein engineering, we should seek designs that are as native-like as possible [8, 12, 17].
To accomplish this task, we propose to use fold family-specific generative models of
sequences. We evaluate two options for such models – profile HMMs and Markov Random
Fields (MRF), as generated by the gremlin algorithm [2]. HMM and MRF models can be
learned from known sequences from a given fold family. The primary difference between
these models is that whereas HMMs only encode dependencies between adjacent residues,
the gremlin algorithm can detect and encode both sequential and long-range dependencies.
Either way, the models encode a joint distribution over residue types at each position in the
primary sequence, P (S1 , ..., Sn ), which can be used to compute the probability (or related
quantities, like log-odds) of given design. We assume that any design with a high probability
or log-odds under the generative model is native-like.

3
3.1

Methods
Generative models of Protein G IgG Fc binding domain (GB1)

Our method incorporates generative models of protein sequences for the fold family to which
the target protein belongs. We evaluated two options for such models, (i) a Markov Random
Field (MRF) model learned using the gremlin algorithm [2], and (ii) a profile Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). We downloaded the profile HMM [11] for the fold family to which
GB1 belongs (Pfam id: PF01378) from the Pfam database [5]. We also downloaded the
multiple sequence alignment that was used to train the HMM from Pfam, and then used the
alignment to train the gremlin model. Thus, the gremlin and HMM models were trained
from the same sequence data. We used these models to compute the log-odds of each design.
These log-odds are used as a regularization factor in the Bayesian optimization (see Sec 3.2).
The two models make different assumptions about the conditional independencies among
the residues in the distribution over GB1 sequences, and thus will output different log-odds
scores for the same design, in general.
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3.2

Fold family-regularized Bayesian Optimization for Directed Protein
Evolution

The Bayesian optimization is performed using Gaussian Process (GP) regression as the
prior over the unknown fitness function, f . A GP requires a kernel, K, which describes the
covariance between sequences si and sj . In our models, we use the squared exponential
kernel given by:

Ksi ,sj = exp

−

d(si , sj )2
2`2



where d(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance and ` the length scale. A one-hot encoding of the
variants at the selected positions was used to compute distances. Hyperparameter θ is
optimized while fitting the GP to data by maximizing the log marginal likelihood:
log p(y|θ) = −

N
1
1
log 2π − log det|K + σ 2 I| − y T (K + σ 2 I)−1 y
2
2
2

The term y is a vector of the given property (e.g. fitness) of N sequences, σ 2 the variance of
observations, and I is the N × N identity matrix. Once fitted, the GP encodes a distribution,
P, which is used to obtain a posterior mean function µP (sk ) and variance over the unknown
fitness function f :
µP (sk ) = E[f (sk )] = Ksk ,s (K + σ 2 I)−1 y
Var[f (sk )] = Ksk ,sk − Ksk ,s (K + σ 2 I)−1 Ks,sk
Ksk ,s refers to the row vector of kernel function values between sequence sk and all other
sequences, denoted by subscript s. Additionally, Ks,sk = KsTk ,s .
The GP becomes the argument to an acquisition function, which is used to select sequences
for wet-lab screening. The data produced via the screening step are used to update the GP
for the next round. In our experiments, we used the expected improvement (EI) criterion as
our acquisition function. Two versions of EI were considered: (i) the standard version, which
is often used in Bayesian optimization, and (ii) a regularized form of EI. The standard form
of EI is given by:


EI(sk ; P) = EP max(0, f (sk ) − µP (x+ )

(1)

where x+ is the location of the (estimated) optimal posterior mean.

Regularized Expected Improvement
We also evaluated a regularized form of EI by scaling the standard EI by a design-specific
scaling factor, F(sk ; P). In our experiments, F refers to the log-odds score obtained by either
an MRF or profile HMM, as described in Section 3.1. Our regularized EI is defined as:
EIF (sk ; P) = EI(sk ; P)F(sk )

(2)

We will demonstrate in Section 4 that this small modification to the acquisition function
results in a substantial shift in the designs discovered via ML-assisted DE. In particular, our
method finds designs that are substantially more native-like, with only a small decrease in
expected fitness.
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Directed evolution with machine learning and in silico traditional
approaches

Our experiments contrast the performance of “standard” ML-assisted DE (i.e., non-regularized) to the regularized version. We also compare the results to simulated forms of “traditional”
DE (i.e., without ML), as was also done in [32]. Specifically, we simulated both the single
mutation walk and recombination versions of DE (see Fig. 1). We note that the single
mutation walk approach is deterministic, given the starting sequence. With the single step,
we start each trial with a randomly chosen sequence from the GB1 variant library. At each
of positions 39, 40, 41, and 54, we observe the experimentally determined fitness values for
all possible single-residue mutations. Having observed these mutations, we then fix in place
the single-residue mutant which has the highest fitness. With this residue fixed, we then
repeat this procedure for the remaining unfixed residue positions. Continuing in this manner,
the trial ends when all residues have been fixed. All observed fitness values within a trial
thus represent a DE determined fitness function approximation.
For the recombination method, we mimic saturation mutatgenesis experiments by starting
with n randomly chosen sequences from the GB1 variant library. From these, we identify the
top three sequences that have highest fitness (as was done in [32]), and use these sequences
to perform recombination. A recombinant library is simulated in silico by computing the
Cartesian product S39 × S40 × S41 × S54 , where the set Sm refers to the variant residues
found at position m among the three highest fitness sequences in the initial random library.
The resulting list of 4-tuples defines the recombinant library. Here, the DE fitness function
approximation is given by observing fitness values for the n starting sequences as well as the
recombined sequences.

4

Results

In this section, we report the results of five approaches to performing DE: (i) single mutation
walk (see Fig. 1-top); (ii) recombination (see Fig. 1-bottom); (iii) Bayesian optimization
using standard expected improvement (EI), denoted by “GP+EI”; (iv) Bayesian optimization
using regularized EI with MRF-derived log-odds, denoted by “GP+EI+gremlin”; and
(v) Bayesian optimization using regularized EI with HMM-derived log-odds, denoted by
“GP+EI+HMM”. Gaussian Process regression models are used for (iii)-(v). The standard
form of expected improvement (Eq. 1) is used for (iii), and the regularized version of EI (Eq.
2) is used for (iv) and (v).
Each method was allowed to screen (i.e., obtain fitness values for) a total of 191 variants.
This number was chosen to be similar to the number of sequences screened by the deterministic
single mutant walk so that each method had similar experimental burden. Each model was
initially trained on 20 randomly selected sequences. The small number of initial sequences
simulates the scenario where the available fitness data is limited, prior to DE. The Bayesian
optimization methods selected the top 19 sequences during each acquisition round. Each
model is then updated with the experimentally measured fitness values for the chosen batch
of 19 sequences, and this process is repeated for 9 batches (ie. 20 initial sequences plus 9
batches of 19 designs per batch, giving 20 + 19 × 9 = 191 variants selected). We refer to a
complete set of variant selection batches as a trial. We performed 100 total trials with each
selection strategy with different random initial starting sequences. 20% of the data were held
out for testing purposes.
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics for fitness, gremlin log odds score, and HMM log odds score. The
final three columns show correlations between each respective score.
Metric
(1) Fitness
(2) gremlin
(3) HMM

4.1

Mean
0.08
0.54
2.71

Median
0.003
0
2.56

Variance
0.16
1.06
1.12

(1)
1
0.17
0.12

(2)

(3)

1
0.67

1

Data

Protein G is an antibody-binding protein expressed in Streptococcus. The B1 domain of
protein G (GB1) interacts with the Fc domain of immunoglobulins. We performed our
experiments on an existing dataset generated by Wu et al. [31], who performed saturation
mutagenesis at four carefully chosen sites in GB1 in order to investigate the protein’s
evolutionary landscape. The four chosen residues (V39, D40, G41, and V54) are collectively
present in 12 of the protein’s top 20 pairwise epistatic interactions, meaning these sites are
expected to contain evolutionarily favorable variants [20].
The fitness criterion for their study was binding affinity to IgG-Fc. Experimental
measurements were obtained for 149,361 out of 160,000 (i.e. 204 ) possible variants at these
four loci using mRNA display [23], followed by high-throughput Illumina sequencing. Briefly,
this approach to measuring binding affinity works by first creating an input mRNA-protein
fusion library from GB1 variants. This input library is then exposed to the GB1 binding target
IgG-Fc. Any variant that binds to the target is subsequently sequenced for identification. By
measuring the counts of each variant contained in the input library, cin , and output “selected”
library, cout , the relative fitness w of the ith variant is calculated as follows:
wi = γ

cin
i
cout
i

(3)

Here, γ is a normalizing factor that ensures the wildtype sequence has fitness 1, and sequences
with improved fitness are greater than 1. The range of fitness scores is from 0 to 8.76, with
mean 0.08. Only 3,643 sequences in the dataset (≈ 2.4%) have fitness greater than 1.
The MRF and HMM models described in Sec. 3 were used to compute the log-odds
of each of the 149,361 variants in the GB1 library. The log-odds were scaled to match
the range of the fitness scores (0 − 8.76). As described in Sec. 3.2, the (scaled) log-odds
were used as regularization terms. Table 1 displays the descriptive statistics of the fitness
and the scaled log-odds values used in our experiment. While most fitness and gremlin
scores lie close to 0, the HMM scores have mean and median values of 2.71 and 2.56,
respectively. The difference between the gremlin and HMM log-odds is not unexpected,
because the HMM makes strong assumptions about the conditional independencies between
residues, and therefore does not penalize as many interaction pairs. We note that because
gremlin and HMM scores describe statistics related to position specific and pairwise patterns,
wildtype sequence {V39,D40,G41,V54} takes the maximum value under these metrics. Further,
gremlin and HMM scores have weak positive Pearson’s correlation with fitness (0.17 and
0.12, respectively). Conversely, gremlin and HMM have relatively high correlation (0.67) to
each other.

4.2

Protein fold family-regularization biases variant selection

Traditionally, DE techniques aim to identify sequences that score highly in one property. In
Figure 3 we demonstrate that ML-assisted DE outperform simulated traditional approaches
(i.e., single-mutant walk and recombination). Over each cumulative fractions of trials, each
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Figure 3 ML-assisted Directed Evolution techniques identify high fitness variants in
fewer experiments. These curves show the fraction of trials (y-axis) that reach less than or equal
to a specified fitness or log-odds value (x-axis). (Left) On average, GP+EI selected a variant with
maximum fitness 7.28, followed by GP+EI+gremlin at 6.76, then GP+EI+HMM at 6.74. The
simulated traditional single step and recombination methods identified variants with maximum
fitness 5.13 and 4.86 on average, respectively. (Right) With respect to gremlin log-odds score,
on average, the maximum variant scores identified by each model are 4.79 for GP+EI, 6.75 for
GP+EI+gremlin, 6.95 for GP+EI+HMM, 6.34 for recombination, and 4.60 for single step.

of the three ML-assisted methods identify higher fitness variants than simulated traditional
approaches. Of the two traditional approaches, the single mutant walk method fares better
than recombination, though both consistently identify variants that have higher fitness than
wildtype. On average, the single mutant walk procedure finds a variant with maximum
fitness 5.13, whereas recombination yields a variant with maximum fitness 4.85.
GP+EI on average identifies variants with 7.28 fitness, followed by GP+EI+gremlin
and GP+EI+HMM at 6.76 and 6.74, respectively. This suggests that protein fold familyregularization via gremlin or HMM induces a small reduction (≈ 7%) in overall fitness.
Since GP+EI+gremlin and GP+EI+HMM are regularized with the intent to select variants
with higher gremlin or HMM scores, we expect that this fitness cost is actually a tradeoff
with these metrics. Figure 4 supports this notion. In Figure 4 top left, GP+EI achieves
highest per-batch average maximum fitness, and is able to do so in fewer batches. This
is consistent with the result in Figure 3. However, GP+EI+gremlin and GP+EI+HMM
are able to find variants of equal fitness levels to GP+EI if given more batches. We note
that 20 initial sequences plus 9 batches of 19 corresponds to 191 mutagensis and screening
experiments, a relatively modest burden.
The per-batch average gremlin and HMM scores of selected variants reveal a different
pattern. In the top right and bottom of Figure 4, it is clear that variants selected by
GP+EI+GREM and GP+EI+HMM have highest per-batch average maximum log-odds,
and this holds true for every batch. Thus, the 7% decrease in binding affinity is more than
compensated for by a 41 to 45% increase in the the log-odds of our designs under a generative
model of the GB1 fold family.
That GP+EI+gremlin and GP+EI+HMM have high overlap is not unexpected, given
the high correlation between these two metrics. GP+EI at no point selects variants with
log-odds scores on par with GP+EI+gremlin and GP+EI+HMM. Since GP+EI gives
no consideration to these scores when making variant selection decisions, it should not be
expected that this performance difference will ameliorate itself given more batches. Thus,
protein fold family-regularization can bias variant selections towards those with favorable
fitness and fold family conservation statistics.
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Figure 4 Protein fold family-regularization biases variant selections towards those
with native-like position-specific and pairwise statistics with little cost to fitness. These
plots show per batch averages over 100 trials. Models were initialized with 20 randomly chosen
sequences, and each batch consists of 19 selected variants. (Top Left) GP+EI chooses variants
with higher max fitness in fewer batches than other methods. GP+EI+gremlin and GP+EI+HMM
catch up to GP+EI given enough batches. The curves are not monotonic because the values being
plotted are fitness values for a particular batch, not the best fitness seen thus far. (Top right)
GP+EI+gremlin and GP+EI+HMM are biased towards selecting variants with higher gremlin
scores, and do so consistently better than GP+EI in each batch. (Bottom) The same pattern is
observed for the HMM scores.

To further demonstrate the utility of protein fold family-regularization, Figure 5 compares
the maximum fitness and maximum gremlin scores of variants selected in each of 100 trials.
For brevity, we omit similar results with HMM scores from this discussion. To show how this
process evolves as selections are made, the left figure shows selections from the first batches
of each trial, and the right figure shows the final selections made in each trial. First batch
selections use models that have only observed 20 random sequences, while the last batches
have also observed all choices made in previous batches. There is clear separation between
max gremlin scores of GP+EI and GP+EI+gremlin in the first batch. GP+EI+gremlin
identifies variants with maximum gremlin score of at least 3 in most trials, whereas most
GP+EI selected variants have gremlin scores of 4 or less. On the other hand, the max
fitness of selected variants have very similar means (GP+EI = 2.98, GP+EI+gremlin
=2.99) and variance (GP+EI = 2.57, GP+EI+gremlin = 2.21). Even as the models are
able to select new variants and update themselves, we observe that this general trend persists
(Figure 5, right hand side). Thus, selections made by GP+EI+gremlin are most strongly
biased toward variants with high gremlin scores, while still being able to identify variants
of fitness on par with GP+EI.
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Figure 5 Biased variant selection persists over many batches when using protein
fold family-regularization. Shown is the average maximum fitness and GREMLIN scores of
selected variants with the first (Left) and last (Right) batch of variant selection using GP+EI and
GP+EI+gremlin. The dots denoted “center” corresponds to the mean of its respective metric.

4.3

Sequence characteristics of selected variants

Thus far, we have characterized each ML-assisted DE technique in terms of the average
maximum fitness and the log-odds of selected variants. We now consider the residue-specific
behavior of choices made under each model. Figure 6 shows residue-specific entropy of variant
selections. A high entropy grid (dark blue) indicates that the model selects many different
residue types at that position within a given batch. Low entropy (light blue) indicates that
the model selects only few residue types. The relative entropy of selections thus provides a
sense of the confidence the model has that a particular variant residue is informative. Each
model has relatively low entropy at residues 41 and 54, where GP+EI has lowest entropy at
residue 54. The models attain low entropy statuses at these residues during the early batches,
and maintain low entropy for the duration of the trial. Conversely, residues 39 and 40 have
high entropy throughout, even increasing in later batches. This suggests that all the models
attain certainty at residues 41 and 54, but are uncertain at residue positions 39 and 40.
In Figure 7, we show sequence logos obtained from each model after the final batch
selections. Again, positions 41 and 54 have highest information content among all positions.
Interestingly, all models select similar residue types at each position. In positions 40, 41, and
54, the top two selections are the same residues, just in different orders. Most notably, the
top choice at each position yields a variant sequence that is most optimal in terms of the
applied regularization (or lack thereof). GP+EI has consensus sequence, {W39,W40,C41,A54}
which has a very high fitness (7.28), but comparably low gremlin (0.47) and HMM
(1.71) scores. Meanwhile, GP+EI+gremlin with consensus sequence {I39,W40,G41,A54}
(fitness=2.75,GREMLIN=3.77,HMM=4.34) and GP+EI+HMM with consensus sequence
{I39,W40,G41,A54} (fitness=2.34,GREMLIN=3.42,HMM=4.67) strike a balance between finding variants with increased fitness yet high gremlin and HMM score.

4.4

Predictions on unseen data

In the previous sections, we characterized the batched variant sequence selections made
by ML-assisted DE techniques with and without protein fold family-regularization. These
selections allowed us to iteratively update models for variant fitness using sequences that each
model expected to be informative. Since each model selected different sequences according
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Figure 6 Bayesian selection techniques quickly identify informative sequence patterns.
These plots show the per-batch average position-specific entropy of selections under each model.
Lighter squares denote low entropy decisions, meaning the model selects among fewer residue types
at that position in that batch. Clockwise from top left, models shown include GP+EI+gremlin,
GP+EI+HMM, and GP+EI.

Figure 7 Protein fold family-regularization biases sequence logos towards sequences
with desired properties. While each have similar logos, the GP+EI consensus sequence
({W39,W40,C41,A54}) has high fitness but low log-odds scores, whereas the consensus GP+EI+gremlin
({L39,W40,G41,A54}) and GP+EI+HMM ({I39,W40,G41,A54}) scores strike a balance between elevated
fitness and high log-odds scores.
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Figure 8 The sequential active learning strategies of ML-assisted DE approaches
yields low-accuracy models, but are able to maintain any biases induced by protein
fold family-regularization. Predictions made on 30,000 held out test sequences from the final
models in each of 100 separate DE trials. Moving counterclockwise from the top left, included are
mean squared error, true fitness values of the top 100 predictions from each model, true HMM scores
of the top 100 predictions, and true gremlin scores of the top 100 predictions.

to their own unique selection objective, each model should also have unique predictive
capabilities on unseen sequences. To demonstrate this, we used models obtained from each
trial to predict the fitness of a held out test set of approximately 30,000 variants (Figure 8).
We emphasize that these sequences were never seen by the models during the iterative variant
selection stage of each trial, and that they constitute a random subsample of the GB1 data
set. While the models generally yield low-accuracy in terms of predicting actual fitness values,
we find that each are still able to discern between high fitness and low fitness variants, and
that regularization introduced during selection and training influences model predictions.
Each plot in Figure 8 shows distributions over 100 trials of each model type. The thick
black bar shows the interquartile range, and the white dot the median value. The width of
each plot corresponds to the mass of the distribution at a given value. The top left figure
shows the mean squared error of predictions. All models tend to have error greater than
1, meaning each model has relatively low accuracy in terms of predicting fitness of unseen
sequences. The remaining plots show the true fitness, GREMLIN, and HMM scores of the top
100 sequences ranked by predicted fitness for each model. With respect to fitness (top right
Figure 8), top predictions made by GP+EI have higher mass than those of GP+EI+gremlin
or GP+EI+HMM. Conversely, with respect to gremlin and HMM scores (bottom Figure 8),
the opposite trend exists, where the mass of the distributions are higher in GP+EI+gremlin
and GP+EI+HMM than in GP+EI.
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5

Discussion

Our work extends recent successes of ML-assisted DE. In particular, we show that GP
regression techniques with and without protein fold family-regularization are able to identify
high fitness variants with greater efficiency than traditional laboratory-based methods. These
results echo those found by [32], though our ML-based strategies differ from theirs in key
ways. First, they used an ensemble of different regressor types followed by extensive model
selection, whereas we use a single Bayesian framework. Additionally, while they use a more
traditional supervised learning setup, we adopt an active learning strategy where models
iteratively select variants and are able to update themselves based on these selections. This
more naturally mimics the workflow of real experimental labs. The batch sizes of an active
learning setup can be easily tuned to match the throughput of a given lab, which is useful
if incorporating ML-assisted DE into a laboratory-based experimental design. Finally, our
models are able to identify high fitness variants while observing true fitness values of fewer
sequences compared to the approach in [32]. Specifically, our sequential method only required
191 fitness value acquisitions (20 initial observations plus 9 batches of 19) to identify designs
with high fitness values. In contrast, the experiment in [32], which used the same GB1 data,
required 470 initial observations plus a single batch of 100 to find similarly fit designs. This
is a 67% reduction in the number of sequences tested, which demonstrates the merits of
active learning and Bayesian optimization, as the models are able to correct for mistakes
made early in the learning process.
A common weakness with traditional DE approaches is that they only seek to optimize
sequences with respect to a single property, such as fitness. However, there are any number of
other characteristics that describe a protein, such as solubility, thermostability, or subcellular
location, and in general, the relationships between these variables may be nonlinear. It is
often favorable to identify sequences that score favorably according to multiple such metrics.
In principle, one might consider using a set of regression models, each specialized to make
predictions about a particular trait. Unfortunately, obtaining sufficient data to train such
models is challenging, and we may not know all the relevant properties to consider. More
importantly, such models would likely be trained on data from a range of fold families, and
may therefore not include factors that are unique to a specific fold family. This motivated our
use of fold family-regularization. Our results demonstrate that such regularization produces
more native-like designs, with only a slight reduction in fitness.
We note that there are other ways that one might introduce fold family-regularization
into this problem. A separate approach that we tried includes creating a new label for each
sequence that is the product of fold family score F and variant fitness. Since the highest
products should correspond to jointly high fitness and log odds scores, we expected that
identifying variants that score highly according to this product should identify mutually
favorable variants with respect to each individual score. However, we found that this approach
does not obtain a desirable balanced tradeoff between fitness and log odds scores (data not
shown, average maximum fitness of selected variants, gremlin×fitness = 4.62, HMM×fitness
= 4.52, average maximum log odds score: gremlin×fitness = 7.37, HMM×fitness = 7.04).
One possible explanation is that the generative fold family model is conditioned on the
entire protein sequence, whereas our prediction task was constrained over only a few specific
residues. Another is that the small number of training samples (between 20 and 190, in our
experiments) may not be sufficient to learn such a complex function.
Finally, we noted a trend where selections by each model had low entropy at two residue
positions. This coincided with each model being able to identify high fitness variants early
within each active learning trial. This may suggest that the models quickly identified
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informative sequence patterns. When we looked at the types of residues selected by each
model, we saw that each model had similar but different selection patterns. With respect to
residue positions 41 and 54, the top two residues identified by each model were 41G vs 41C
and 54A vs 54G. Interestingly, these selections correspond to some known biology. Olson et al.
[20] used this same dataset to study epistasis in GB1. They observed that the mutation
V54A is by itself neutral, but often beneficial (ie. increase fitness) in the presence of other
mutants, and that this effect was most pronounced at residue 41. While 41G represents the
wildtype sequence, each model seems to also favor the mutation G41C. Olson et al. find that,
with a V54A background, the G41C mutation provides the highest fitness. Even at residue
positions where the models had high entropy, it seems they identify informative sequence
features. Each model consistently chooses variant D40W, and both in the background of
mutant V54A and by itself as single mutant, this mutation increases fitness. Thus, our
Bayesian ML-assisted DE methods are capable of identifying informative sequence patterns.

6

Conclusions and future work

We have introduced protein fold family-regularization for Bayesian ML-assisted directed
evolution. Using log-odds scores from gremlin and Pfam HMM’s, we calculate an adjusted expected improvement score that is biased towards selecting variants with native-like
sequences. Using an active learning approach, we show that we can efficiently trade off
small losses in variant fitness for larger gains in gremlin and HMM scores, while also
outperforming traditional laboratory methods.
In our experiments, we investigated variants at four residue positions, totaling nearly
150,000 sequences. While we only needed small training sets to identify favorable variants,
it could be the case that the amount of necessary training data increases as the number of
residue positions under investigation increases. A downside with using GP as the underlying
model is that they do not scale well with large data, as inference with a GP has complexity
O(n3 ). A natural extension to our procedure then is to incorporate recent advances in learning
sparse GPs, using either pseudoinputs or variational techniques [29, 13]. We could also
imagine improving our model by using kernels that are specifically designed with sequential
data in mind [18, 19].
Finally, we have so far observed that using fold family-regularization induces a fitness
tradeoff. However, our model does not attempt to harness this tradeoff in any way. We can
imagine a utility where a user specifies a tradeoff parameter which dictates by how much
the regularization should favor the generative model for a protein fold family compared to
fitness. It could be informative to use such a utility to identify a Pareto optimal frontier
over variant sequences (ex. [25]), where sequences on the boundary correspond to those that
jointly optimize fitness and probability under a given fold family model.
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